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1: Charles Cirillo - IMDb
Anthony P. Cirillo, Jr. a former longtime resident of Folcroft, PA, died suddenly April 9, Mr. Cirillo was a former courier
with Fed Ex and prior to that was a self employed Optician in Philadelphia.

The news is still reverberating in all corners of the Republic of South Sudan. General Thomas Cirillo, is a
living hero and a role model to many Equatorian and South Sudanese officers and soldiers. His resignation can
only encourage more of the same from the real patriots amongst the armed forces. His brilliant resignation
letter has confirmed what we have been saying all along that the SPLA is not a national army and the
government is implementing a divisive policy aimed at domination and hegemony of the Jieng tribe over the
other ethnicities of South Sudan. It was perceived that the General has been under enormous pressure to quit
the government from his community and the Equatorians on the one hand, and as a result to the mounting
crimes committed by the SPLA and the militias affiliated to it against the civilian populations, on the other.
They are above the law, and South Sudan is more or less being run as a Chieftaincy of the Jieng tribe. The
ridiculous attempts to discredit and tarnish the name of Lt. General Thomas Cirillo will all be despised and
ignored. His reputation would ever remain immaculate and unscathed. These attempts are cheap and are being
propagated by food lovers like Brig. Regarding military education, training, courage and integrity, Lt. Of
course, there are those with twisted minds who seem to tolerate commanders who commit atrocities and kill
innocent civilians. Their followers and beneficiaries even call them as brave men and heroes. Well,
ruthlessness and savagery are not bravery and massacring unarmed civilians, is not heroism. Perhaps the only
field in which the trio could beat Lt. General Thomas Cirillo without contest â€” is the field of thievery.
Therefore, it was not a surprise that the names of the trio appeared in the Sentry report while the name of
Mogga Lo Cirillo was nowhere to be found in it. In fact, many in his community, who know him very well,
have been worrying that his name may get soiled in the course of serving the people of South Sudan in a
government full of thieves. His departure is a great relief to his friends, community and the people of South
Sudan. Even if he decides to do nothing more, he has already done the single most important thing which is
the unveiling of the fact that we neither have a national army nor an impartial government. At the time of
writing this piece, the social media circulated the resignation letters of Brig. Now, what would the government
say about these resignations? Would the two military judges be accused of misappropriation of funds to
blemish their reputations? These are testimonies confirming that matters have reached the lowest low. The
SSDF commends the patriotic move by the two military judges and encourages others to take similar
decisions. Hence, the SSDF takes this opportunity to appeal to our people in uniform to desert the SPLA and
all the armed forces as they were shown beyond doubt to be nothing but tribal and oppressive institutions.
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2: The Hartford Courant - We are currently unavailable in your region
Strong stuff. If you can handle it, Mr Cirillo tells his side of his time on the New York City Stakeout Squad. This unit was
tasked with catching robbers in the act, hopefully to arrest them and put them through the full process of the law.

The attack happened two days after another soldier, Warrant officer Patrice Vincent was killed in a targeted hit
and run in Saint-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Que. Nathan Cirillo marking a year of his death, Wednesday, Oct. Scores
of people turned out under dark skies for a hilltop ceremony on Wednesday in honour of a soldier gunned
down a year ago as he stood guard at the National War Memorial on Parliament Hill. Nathan Cirillo on
Wednesday, Oct. Nathan Cirillo is laid to rest in Hamilton, as family and friends bid a final goodbye to the
soldier who was shot to death by a lone gunman in October while standing guard at the National War
Memorial in Ottawa. Canadian Press named the home-grown terror attacks as the news story of the year.
Mounted Hamilton police ride down a street as people gather for the funeral procession of Cpl. Nathan Cirillo
in Hamilton on Tuesday October 28, Nathan Cirillo in Nathan Cirillo, wears a Highlander cap during the
funeral procession for his father in Nathan Cirillo ahead of his funeral in Nathan Cirillo is towed during his
funeral procession in Toronto in Nathan Cirillo in Toronto in Nathan Cirillo in Hamilton in Nathan Cirillo at
his regimental funeral service in Nathan Cirillo stood with the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders in Hamilton
Wednesday to remember a son, brother and father who was shot and killed in Ottawa one year ago. The world
we understood. It was just unreal. They talk about a well-known, well-liked father of a young son who was
shifting into a leadership role in his unit and mentoring new soldiers. His sister said Cirillo was a proud soldier
and a kid at heart who loved animals. And anyone that knew him knows how much love was behind that
perfect smile.
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The story of the strangers who tried to save Cpl. Nathan Cirillo Barbara Winters, Margaret Lerhe and others bonded
together to help Nathan Cirillo in his final moments at Ottawa's War Memorial.

Guitar Lesson with Video and Tab www. Learn The Songs you Love. More Songs for Beginners-Intermediate
Here!!! Each time a Play it I just wanna close my Eyes and Enjoy each single bit. Learn the Songs you Love.
More Songs for Beginners Intermediate Here!!! More Songs for Beginners â€” Intermediate Here!!! This is an
Amazing Love Song. More Songs for Intermediate Here!!! This is a really Cool Song. This version will be
much more Challenging as you will learn the Song in Chord Melody. This is a Beautiful and Challenging
Song with different Parts. We also have a quite interesting Intro. I tried to adapt this Song for Guitar. More
Songs for Beginner-Intermediate Here!!! Amazing Songs by Rihanna for her seventh Studio Album. You can
Download the Tab Here. This is a Beautiful Arrangement. You will need the Capo at the 4th fret and lots of
Patience. What a beautiful song. Beyonce is a great artist, actress and singer. You and I is a quite easy song.
You will need use the Capo at the 1st fret. Few Chords and an easy strumming pattern. The perfect song for
Beginners. What a Beautiful song to Learn Today. Capo VI fret and lots of legato hammer on and pull off.
This is a Beautiful song by Ellie Goulding. Learn the Songs You Love. This is a Beautiful Ballad in G major.
Easy Chords and interesting Riff for the Intro Part. For this song you can use either the pick or fingerstyle
Technique. Cool Guitar Part to learn in this song. I ve tried to do an easier version by changing the arpeggio. I
hope you like it. Finally I had time to finish this lesson. This is the part 2 where I am playing Pre-Chorus and
Chorus. Check the Lesson 1 Here!!! Awesome Song to Learn Today. Capo at the 3rd fret and few chords to
play. Beautiful Songs to Learn today. Intro, Verse, Chorus and Middle Eight. Capo at the 3rd fret. We are
going to use two different techniques. Super Easy Song by Eminem Ft. Just four chords and a Capo at the 3rd
Fret. Learn The Songs You Love. Amazing song to learn today. This time I really want to try to teach you a
song in a different way. This song is not easy, but with a bit of practice and patience you [â€¦].
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4: Anthony P. Cirillo, Jr. | Life Story, Memories, Photos, Service Informations
The Story of Esther 1, views 10 years ago Hear about Esther, an assisted living facility resident who helped one person
find their purpose.

He was, as a chosen member of the Ceremonial Guard, on sentry duty [95] at the Tomb of the Unknown
Soldier at the National War Memorial when he was shot. Although several civilians immediately provided
assistance for the wounded reservist, [96] Cirillo died in hospital later that morning. A few hours later, police
corrected this mistaken report, stating that only two shootings took place. The National Defence headquarters,
the parliament buildings and other government facilities remained in lockdown while a search of the area took
place. Parliament Hill remained under lockdown until well past They also announced that Zehaf-Bibeau was
not one of 93 suspected extremists on a RCMP high-risk traveller list, though email written by Zehaf-Bibeau
had been found on a computer belonging to an unnamed individual charged with terrorism offences.
Preventing the individuals from traveling is critical. Among other powers, it would allow the agency to
operate internationally and introduce a program to revoke Canadian citizenship of dual nationals who are
convicted of terrorism. The security video was not released to the public. Other areas suggested to be
addressed was the need for better surveillance equipment including a central surveillance officer, and a lack of
networking between the forces, including the RCMP. Members of Parliament had called for its release, stating
that he should not comment on it without releasing it for public discussion. Paulson said releasing a partial
transcript was possible. The RCMP will then act on revising its security after the reviews are complete. Until
that time, the RCMP has increased its numbers around Parliament by rotating new officers for two-month
terms to Parliament Hill security. Zehaf-Bibeau is quoted as saying: Paulson said he believes that someone
else was involved, and if they were found to have aided Zehaf-Bibeau, that they would be charged with
terrorism offences. Paulson also said a post-mortem test for drugs and alcohol on Zehaf-Bibeau was negative
and that he had a long knife tied to his wrist when he was killed by Parliament Hill security. OPP investigators
also possess the security video taken inside the Parliament building when Zehaf-Bibeau was killed. They
found witnesses to him loading it into his car. The missing 18 seconds included Zehaf-Bibeau asking God to
praise his actions and curse those he is targeting. He was then hand-cuffed although he was already dead.
Vickers himself shot 15 times. Zehaf-Bibeau then ran down the Hall of Honour. In it, it was reported that four
RCMP officers were involved in the shootout: Rick Rozon and Corp. According to CTV News, the constables
were told after Kevin Vickers was applauded for his actions that "the Kevin Vickers train has left the station
but you guys will get internal recognition. According to CTV, the officers did not receive commendations and
were on stress leave. As Mulcair of the New Democratic Party put it: This was immediately cleaned up in a
joint effort with local residents. A member praised Zehaf-Bibeau as a martyr after prayers, leading to the
police stopping him for national security reasons the next day. The times of the motorcade were publicized
and people stood at overpasses to observe and as it passed. He was accorded the honour of a full regimental
funeral service and funeral procession on October 28 in Hamilton, attended by family, soldiers, and
dignitaries. It was attended by a larger than normal crowd of 50, Ottawa Mayor Jim Watson said it was a "sad
and tragic day for the city and country. They will have no safe haven. Mutual respect and admiration will help
to prevent the influence of distorted ideological propaganda posing as religion. We stand with all Canadians in
condemning these attacks and seeking justice for those responsible. Along with Martin Couture-Rouleau and
Justin Bourque , he has been labelled a " lone-wolf terrorist ". I know which approach would make me feel
safer, what I would call real security measures: I do not believe that it was a vast network, or that the country
is more at risk today than it was last week. However, that is my opinion. I can be wrong I am undoubtedly
going to be wrong again, but what I would like to suggest is that we wait for answers from the police before
we make assumptions, and that we speak calmly, truthfully and openly to all Canadians. I loved him deeply, as
did all of the family and friends who knew him and we all still mourn him every day. That being said, I feel I
should weigh in on this ridiculous "was he a hero or was he not" debate. What that deeply disturbed man
killing my boyfriend should make Canadians focus on is how we can prevent another event like this through
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more accessible and effective mental health treatment programs that target the real source of this tragedy. Stop
tearing apart the honour and love bestowed upon a wonderful man who deserves every bit of it and start taking
a good hard look at the awful, dysfunctional systems in our nation that this has shown us need to change We
can do, and are, better than this, Canada I feel as though this is an important discussion that needs to continue
happening.
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5: Downtown Los Angeles Art Walk | Downtown Art Walk Presents: Photography by Carol Cirillo Stanley
Always my favorite DJ.. a true Italian legend.. a person who with his music has left a mark in the heart of many
generations.. There are no books that can fully tell the story of Andrea Raggi aka Cirillo.

A little background is in order. Its formation was due to the large number of retail robberies occurring in New
York City at the time, many of which resulted in the brutalization or murder of shopkeepers. Jimmy Cirillo
was one of the founding members and a good friend of mine. Jimmy died in a motor vehicle accident in His
wit and wisdom will always be remembered by those of us who knew him. Here is an incident synopsis from
the full article: At some point, Ionniello said, Davis, a former Marine who served in Iraq, became belligerently
drunk and abusive. It had happened many times, Ionniello said, but her daughter did not seem able to turn
Davis away no matter how often he abused her. Davis chased Arrendale up the stairs of her three-story
townhome in the Oakdale Bluffs subdivision sometime around midnight, she saidâ€¦. Arrendale locked herself
in a bathroom. Davis got his gun, an assault rifle outfitted with a suppressor. He burst into the bathroom and,
while Arrendale was still holding Cobie in her arms, shot the young mother in the head, Ionniello saidâ€¦..
Instead of falling onto the floor, Ionniello said her daughter fell over the toilet, dropping little Cobie into the
water-filled bowlâ€¦. She was cradled in the arms of an officer who rushed her outside to a waiting ambulance.
However, this immediately brought to mind something Jimmy Cirillo told me about his experiences in the
Stakeout Squad shootings. He observed that every time a perpetrator was instantly killed by Stakeout Squad
gunfire, they fell where they stood and their legs were crossed as they fell. Usually, they were facing the
opposite direction from the way they had been standing. Therefore, I regard it as a hypothesis based on his
observations of the numerous men he and the other members of the Stakeout Squad had killed. My opinion is
that the same thing happened to this poor young woman; her brain shut off sequentially, which caused her
body to twist as it fell. It was random chance that protected her infant son from the crazed father. No offense
to her is intended, I am sure she would have protected her child any way she could, had she been capable. The
lesson is this: With handguns, the mechanism causing the opponent to stop is largely exsanguination , meaning
blood loss. When someone falls after being shot and bleeding profusely, they may regain consciousness when
the brain comes level with the heart. Central Nervous System CNS stops, such as this unfortunate young lady
experienced, are the only really sure anchors.
6: Ciro Cirillo - Wikipedia
It is the story of a relationship forged between award-winning sports public relations executive and Fordham University
professor turned lyricist John Cirillo, and two accomplished musicians of enormous talent - Adam E, a former Cirillo
student at Rose Hill now based in Washington, DC, and Mickey Rosen, Westchester neighbor, physical trainer.

7: Cpl. Nathan Cirillo remembered at sunset ceremony in Hamilton
The Cirillo family name was found in the USA, Canada, and Scotland between and The most Cirillo families were found
in the USA in In there were 4 Cirillo families living in California.

8: New photos reveal sequence of Cpl. Nathan Cirillo shooting | Ottawa Citizen
Cpl. Cirillo, a Hamilton-based reservist with the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders, was father to a young son. His
Instagram profile shows off his love of dogs, and particularly German shepherds.

9: Heartbreaking Photo Shows Nathan Cirillo Moments Before Shooting | HuffPost Canada
Ciro Cirillo (February 15, - July 30, ) was an Italian politician and member of the Christian Democracy (DC) political
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party. He served as the President of the Province of Naples from to and the President of Campania from until
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